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smart lockers
stunning visuals

Many types of super-high resolution imagery are available:

Cover image and right:
Examples of 15m-wide
runs of Simplicity Zones
lockers. Our images are
unique in their width,
resolution and quality.
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simplicity zones
The Simplicity ‘smart locker’ system brings a whole
new concept to “personal storage” and introduces
a truly ‘hot-lockering’ aspect with its locker
management software option.

of personal lockers required, along with the physical
office space that would consume. Meaning high
cumulative savings are achieved, both in management
time, space and overall cost to the business.

The ‘Simplicity’ locker system provides a real
solution to the facility management team faced
with the prospect of providing staff with lockers
when an ‘Agile Working’ accommodation strategy is
to be adopted. It means that the FM team no longer
need worry about providing thousands of keys for
individual lockers or the security risks due to key
duplication, as the lockers work with your current
‘access card’ entry system.
When coupled with our locker management software,
it allows a business to significantly reduce the number

about our images
In conjunction with photographic art company,
Blue Pearl Photographic, we have available a unique
collection of high, super-high, and ultra-resolution
images. They are perfect for transforming workspaces
and introducing the ‘wow factor’.
Taken by British photographic artist Richard Osbourne
over 12 years, it contains a wide range of photographs
of Britain and other countries, plus many abstract
images suitable for textures and pattern backgrounds.
All images have been taken on the highest quality
equipment, using meticulous technique and have
an integrity and quality that is immediately obvious
when printed at large sizes.

Richard’s 700 super-wide panoramic images in
particular are unique: ranging from 500MB to 2GB,
and up to 11:1 aspect ratio, they work perfectly for
very long runs of lockers. High resolution images give
a very satisfying sense of ‘being there’ that cannot be
matched by low resolution files that have been blown
up to large sizes. Pixellation, ‘jaggies’, blotches, poor
colour...you won’t find these things in any of these
images when used at larger sizes.
Images are printed using the latest very long-life,
environmentally-friendly latex printing technology and
laminated with either super-gloss or matt laminates,
ensuring they are highly scuff-resistant and durable.
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